Automated quality management
for the food industry
Increase quality, secure visibility, and lower costs –
with the complete digital solution testo Saveris.

testo Saveris solutions: Secure record
keeping and maximum efficiency in quality
management systems

Instruments
Testo’s industry-leading instruments
capture data from a wide range of
functions including temperature
monitoring, cooking oil quality,
sanitation checks and more.

Software
All quality data is digitalized in one,
cloud based system. Alarms and
stored corrective actions allow you
to react immediately to issues from
anywhere at any time.

Services
Each solution offers configurable
and comprehensive services that
aid the end user from planning and
installation to on-going support and
calibration.

Testo:
Your expert for
food safety.
For decades, Testo’s measurement instruments
and solutions have been used throughout the entire
food process flow and are indispensable to food
producers, restaurants, large kitchens and catering
businesses.
Testo’s close cooperation with customers has
made one thing clear: in a globally networked and
dynamic world, just measuring accurately isn’t
enough. Increasingly comprehensive management
of all quality parameters with one intelligent system
allows for greater safety and efficiency.
That is why Testo collaborated with industry experts
from large restaurant and retail chains from around
the world to develop the Saveris solution. Flexible
measurement technology combined with intuitively
operated software and comprehensive service –
optimized to fulfill compliance, increase quality and
lower costs in the day-to-day workflow.

Testo:
Precision Instruments,
Global Reach.

With global revenues of about $320 million, Testo
maintains a commitment to precise, Germanengineered instruments and advanced data
management solutions. Testo is committed
to innovation, with approximately 10% of
annual global revenue allotted to research and
development.
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2,700 employees work in research, development,
production and marketing in 33 subsidiaries
throughout the world. Testo supplies numerous
industries with highly accurate measuring
instruments and innovative solutions for
comprehensive data management requirements.

Subject to change without notice.

For 60 years, Testo has stood for innovative
measuring solutions. With a North American
headquarters in West Chester, PA, and global
headquarters in Germany, Testo is a market leader
in portable measurement technology. Testo helps
over 650,000 customers worldwide save time and
resources, protect the environment, ensure quality
and increase the value of goods and services.

